Abstract. We propose a new formulation called hyperedge expansion (HE) for hypergraph learning. The HE expansion transforms the hypergraph into a directed graph on the hyperedge level. Compared to the existing works (e.g. star expansion or normalized hypergraph cut), the learning results with HE expansion would be less sensitive to the vertex distribution among clusters, especially in the case that cluster sizes are unbalanced. Because of the special structure of the auxiliary directed graph, the linear eigenvalue problem of the Laplacian can be transformed into a quadratic eigenvalue problem, which has some special properties suitable for semi-supervised learning and clustering problems. We show in the experiments that the new algorithms based on the HE expansion achieves statistically significant gains in classification performance and good scalability for the co-occurrence data.
Introduction
Many tasks require clustering in a graph where each edge represents a similarity relation. Often, it is a co-occurrence relation that involves more than two items, such as the co-citation and co-purchase relations. The co-occurrence relation can be represented by a hyperedge that connects two or more vertices in a hypergraph. But most clustering algorithms, such as k-means, or spectral clustering, are defined for graphs but not hypergraphs. Therefore, hyperedge relations are often transformed into another graph that is easier to handle [1, 2, 3] .
For classification and clustering tasks, the hyperedges are usually transformed into cliques of edges. This category of techniques includes clique expansion, star expansion [4] , and normalized hypergraph cut (NHC) [5] . In Figure 1 we shown a simple example of such transformation from a hypergraph to a graph (the induced graph). Since the transformations are carried out on the vertex level, we call them vertex expansions.
With a vertex expansion, evaluating the goodness of clustering is done on the induced graph. For example, in a hyperedge of k vertices, a cut that separates the hyperedge into 1 and k − 1 vertices would cut k − 1 pairwise edges, while a cut that splits the vertices in two equal halves would have k 2 /4 cut edges. Thus the vertex expansion would prefer an unbalanced clustering. To mitigate the problem of unbalanced clustering, it is proposed in star expansion and NHC to use the cluster volume as a normalizer for balancing the cluster sizes. But such normalization can not completely eliminate the problem. We present the following example of vertex embedding to explain why the problem still exists. By computing the eigenvectors of the normalized Laplacian L N HC of the induced graph, it is possible to project the vertices into an Euclidian space, which is called embedding in spectral graph learning [5] . On the left side of Figure 1 , we show the 1-dimensional vertex embedding of NHC by the eigenvector corresponding to the second smallest eigenvalue of L N HC . It is worth to focus on the vertices that belong to both hyperedges (the overlapping part). Although the hyperedges have the same weight and the cluster volume normalizer is applied, the overlapping part is still biased to the side with less vertices (in this case e 2 side). This means that the optimal clustering of two clusters should assign the overlapping part and other vertices in e 2 to one cluster. Such bias might be a problem when the hyperedge sizes are unbalanced, e.g. co-citation relations with a lot or a few citations. Moreover, the behavior of the artificial normalization (or "correction") could be undesirable when many hyperedges intersect with each other, because the cost of the clustering would depend on how a hyperedge is split into the clusters. An even split would introduce a different cost compared to an uneven split.
As any hyperedge that is not entirely within the same cluster represents a relation that is violated by the clustering, it would be natural to have the learning result independent of the hyperedge sizes and only depend on the hyperedge connectivity and hyperedge weights. We present a new transformation called hyperedge expansion (HE) based on a network flow technique so that the learning result is invariant to the distribution of vertices among hyperedges. HE expansion is first carried out on the hyperedge level. Then the learning results on hyperedges are projected back to the vertices through the adjacency information between hyperedges and vertices. In Figure 1 , the embedding with HE expansion places the overlapping vertices in the middle without bias.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows. We formulate the HE expansion with the Laplacian of the auxiliary directed graph, which can be transformed into a quadratic eigenvalue problem that has some new properties. To our best knowledge, this is the first work to use such formulation. We also present the embedding and semi-supervised learning algorithms for hypergraphs based on HE expansion. In the experiments the proposed algorithms are compared with state-of-the-art methods and show statistically significant gains in performance.
Problem Statement
A hypergraph H = {V, E, w} consists of a vertex set V, a hyperedge set E, and a weighting function w : E → R + . Each hyperedge e ∈ E is a subset of V. A hyperedge e is incident with a vertex v if v ∈ e. The weighted degree of a vertex is deg(v) = v∈e,e∈E w(e). The degree of a hyperedge is deg(e) = |e|. We say a hypergraph H is connected if for any v i , v j there exists a hyperedge path {e 1 , e 2 , ..., e p } such that v i ∈ e 1 , v j ∈ e p and e k ∩ e k+1 = ∅ (1 ≤ k < p). Without loss of generality, we assume the hypergraph is always connected in this paper.
The (undirected) induced graph G H = {V ′ , E ′ , w ′ } derived from the hypergraph H consists of the same vertex set V ′ = V. An edge e ′ ∈ E ′ is placed between v i and v j in G H if there exists a hyperedge e in H which is incident with both v i and v j . The edge weight is defined as w ′ (e ′ ) = e∈E,e∋vi,vj w(e)/deg(e). One can show that the induced graph is closely related to the star expansion and NHC. In fact there is only a small difference between the Laplacian of the induced graph and the Laplacian of NHC on the main diagonal.
Let Y denote a set of class labels. A multi-class labeling on a hypergraph H is a mapping l : V → Y that associates each vertex v with a label l(v). In this paper, only a single label is allowed for one vertex. Since l defines several clusters of vertices by the labels, we interchangeably use "clustering" or "partitioning" in the paper as "labeling". For a hyperedge e, l(e) = {l(v)|v ∈ e} is the set of labels associated to e. When |l(e)| > 1, we say that the hyperedge e is broken or violated by l. Let V l,y denote the set of vertices that carry label y in the labeling l, and V c l,y = V \ V l,y denote the remaining vertices. In a hypergraph semi-supervised learning (HSSL) problem, a partial labelinḡ l :V → Y is known on a subset of verticesV ⊂ V. We assume that the vertices inV carry all the labels in Y. The goal of HSSL is to find the full labeling l that coincides withl onV, and minimizes some objective min l R(H, l) ∈ R. We list two typical objective functions as following,
The R HE is the sum of the weights of hyperedges which are broken [6] , and R N HC is defined in [5] . One can show that the (relaxed) optimal solution for R N HC is an eigenvector of the normalized Laplacian of the induced graph. Some existing works, for example [7] and [8] , have already shown that the pairwise affinity relations after the projection to the induced graph would introduce information-loss, and working directly on the hypergraph (like the objective R HE ) could produce better performance. Ladicky et al. also experimentally show that the objective which is invariant to the number of objects (vertices) in each co-occurrence relation (hyperedge) [9] , namely the invariance property, would achieve better performance on classification tasks. We can verify that R HE satisfies the invariance property, while R N HC does not (see Figure 1) .
Although the R HE has been proposed for a long time, all the existing works focus on the exact algorithms that directly optimize R HE (e.g. see [10] for an early work and [11] for recent works). These combinatorial algorithms can be efficient when the number of classes is small (e.g. 2 or 3), but the exact algorithm is NP-hard for an arbitrary number of classes. On the other hand, these algorithms produce a combinatorial solution of hard clustering. There is no information about the confidence with which a vertex belongs to a cluster.
We use a different approach, i.e. the spectral technique, to target the same objective R HE . The complexity of our algorithm is linear to the number of classes, and the final result is a soft clustering where the certainty of assigning a vertex to a cluster can be interpreted. To our best knowledge, this is the first work that applies the quadratic eigenvalue analysis to the R HE objective.
In another task called hypergraph embedding, we would like to project the vertices into a low dimensional Euclidean space R k where the vertices that are close to each other in the hypergraph should also stay close (as shown in Figure 1) . R HE and R N HC actually define different notions of "closeness" in the hypergraph.
Hyperedge Expansion
In the simple case of two classes, in order to implement R HE , we need to find a set of hyperedges of minimum weight that need to be cut to separate the vertices of the hypergraph into two parts, which is called the minimum hyperedge cut problem (MHCP). The optimal MHCP solution for the hypergraph shown in Figure 2 (a) would split hyperedge e 3 into two parts and the optimal R HE cost is w(e 3 ) (for the moment just consider the example hypergraph without knowing the meaning of the hyperedge subscripts). The technique for solving MHCP dates back to [10] where the hypergraph is transformed into a flow network and the minimum hyperedge cut is identified with a max-flow solution. We use a slightly different transformation as in [12] .
The hyperedge expansion works as follows. We construct a directed grapĥ G = (V,Ê) that includes two vertices e + and e − for each hyperedge e in the original hypergraph. Note that the vertices inĜ correspond to the hyperedges, but not the vertices in the original hypergraph. A directed edge is placed from e + to e − with weight w(e) where w is the weighting function in the hypergraph. For every pair of overlapping hyperedges e 1 and e 2 , two directed edges (e Then we can identify the solution of MHCP by finding the min-cut ofĜ that separatesĜ into at least two strongly-connected components. The correctness follows immediately from the construction ofĜ. Note that the edges attached to an e + node have the same weights, and an e + node has exactly one outgoing edge. For any edge in the min-cut which goes from an e − node to an e + node, we can replace it with the outgoing edge of the e + node and construct an equivalent min-cut. Thus the min-cut could contain only the edges from the e + nodes to the e − nodes. As shown in Figure 2 (b), the min-cut solution includes only the directed edge (e In matrix form, the adjacency matrix ofĜ can be defined as
where A is the |E|× |E| adjacency matrix of hyperedges (A(i, j) = 1 if e i ∩e j = ∅ and e i = e j , otherwise A(i, j) = 0), and W = diag([w(e 1 ), w(e 2 ), . 
There are existing theories about the spectral property of the directed graph based on symmetrization of L [13, 14] , and the corresponding learning problem for directed graph [15] . It is shown that a Cheeger inequality can be established with the first non-trivial eigenvalue ofL =
, where P is the (non-symmetric) transition probability matrix of the directed graph and V is the diagonal matrix of the first non-trivial eigenvector of P . In the transition probability matrix P , all out-going edge weights are normalized by the out-degree. For the special structure ofĜ in our case, the out-degree normalization could be problematic since the correct mapping from the min-cut ofĜ to the original MHCP problem relies on the special weighting of the edges. When changing the edge weights, it could be possible that the min-cut ofĜ also contains edges from the e − nodes to the e + nodes, which is undesirable in our case. Instead, we avoid to use the normalized P and show that the unnormalized Laplacian L is connected to a relaxation of the min-cut problem onĜ.
Denote the nodes in the connected component on one side of the min-cut with S ⊂V, and the nodes on the other side with S c . We define a vector f ∈ {1/ |S|, 0} |V| , where f (e) is the entry corresponding to the node e. f (e) = 1/ |S| if e ∈ S and otherwise 0. It can be shown that f ⊤ f = 1 and the cost of the cut can be written as
The second f (e 1 ) ensures that only the edges from S to S c are counted when f (e 1 ) = 1/ |S| and f (e 2 ) = 0. Then we relax f to take positive continuous values and find the relaxed f that minimizes C by the Lagrange multiplier method with constraint f ⊤ f = 1. When taking the partial derivatives, we drop the contributions from f (e 2 ) which is close to zero. This implies the following approximation
∂f (e 1 ) = 2w(e 1 , e 2 )f (e 1 ) − w(e 1 , e 2 )f (e 2 )
∂w(e 1 , e 2 ) (f (e 1 ) − f (e 2 )) f (e 1 ) ∂f (e 2 ) = −w(e 1 , e 2 )f (e 1 ).
Setting the partial derivative with respect to f (e) to zero, it results in a matrix form f ⊤ 2DĜ ,out − AĜ = 2λf ⊤ where λ is the Lagrange multiplier. The matrix on the left side is the same as L except the doubled diagonal. We can also interpret 2λ as an eigenvalue and f as a left eigenvector. For a non-Hermitian matrix like L, the Courant-Fischers min-max theorem does not hold anymore. The field of values of the non-Hermitian matrix is a superset of the convex hull of the eigenvalues [16] , and there is no guarantee that all the eigenvalues are real. Although L is a non-Hermitian matrix, we show in the next section that the special structure ofĜ leads to some special properties of L as addition to the properties in the general case. These special properties would allow us to carry out the learning tasks with L.
Hypergraph Embedding
The embedding of a (hyper)graph projects the vertices into a low dimensional Euclidean space. With the NHC objective one can construct the |V| × |V| nor-
v , where H is the |E| × |V| incident matrix (H (e, v) = 1 if v ∈ e; otherwise H (e, v) = 0) and 
Proof. Denote the eigenvalue of L by λ and the left eigenvector by x = [x − , x + ], where x − and x + are the first and second halves of x. The eigenvalue problem x ⊤ L = λx ⊤ can be reformulated as
By substituting x + = W −1 (D − λI )x − in the second equation, we obtain a quadratic eigenvalue problem (QEP) Q(λ)x − = 0. Note that the coefficient matrices of λ 2 and λ are positive definite. It is known that a QEP is overdamped if and only if there exists γ ∈ R such that the matrix Q(γ) is negative definite and (W −1 D − A) is positive semi-definite (see Theorem 2 and Definition 4 of [17] ). Without loss of generality, the second condition can be always satisfied by scaling the hyperedge weights with the same factor. It is also known that the overdamped QEP Q(λ)x − = 0 has 2|E| non-negative real eigenvalues, and thus 2|E| real left eigenvectors.
⊓ ⊔
The condition stated in Theorem 1 is hard to verify in practice. The state-ofthe-art techniques usually require to actually compute all the eigenvalues of the QEP. We give a sufficient condition which is easier to verify. 
Proof. As shown in Definition 1 of [17] , the conclusion of Corollary 1 holds if
* denotes the conjugate transpose of x − . Let z = W −1 x − and note that W −1 is a diagonal matrix with positive main diagonal. We can transform the above condition into
for all non-zero z ∈ C |E| . Both sides of the inequality contain a Rayleigh quotient. It can be shown that
for all non-zero z ∈ C |E| , which means that the Hermitian matrix R = (d(W + D) −4DW +4W AW ) must be positive definite. We know that R is positive definite if R is strictly diagonally dominant and has all positive diagonal entries. Noting that each row of (W AW − DW ) sums up to 0, we obtain the sufficient condition in Corollary 1.
⊓ ⊔
In fact we find that all the hypergraphs tested in the experimental section satisfy this sufficient condition except the dataset AmazonBook. But the first 6 eigenvalues (smallest magnitude) of the hypergraph constructed from AmazonBook are all real non-negative numbers. Experiments in Section 6 show that the hyperedge expansion embedding works well in general.
Hypergraph Semi-supervised Learning
Like the existing works (e.g. NHC and [18] ), we convert the multi-class HSSL problem into a set of binary classification problems. We pick up one class y each time, compute a class score for each unlabeled vertex v that indicates the possibility of v belonging to class y, and repeat this procedure for all labels. Finally the label with the highest class score is assigned to v.
Computing class scores
The desired procedure should take the hypergraph H, the partial labelingl, and the chosen class y as input, while output the class scores for all unlabeled vertices. The class score score(v, y) can be defined as the reciprocal of the "distances" from the labeled vertices of label y to an unlabeled vertex v. An intuitive score(v, y) could be the reciprocal of the average commute distance in the induced graph from v to each vertex of label y, which can be computed by the generalized inverse of L N HC [19] . Or score(v, y) could be obtained by simulating a random walk on the induced graph with restart from labeled vertices of label y [20] . Here we compute the scores based on L with hyperedge expansion.
To incorporate the partial labeling, some auxiliary hyperedges have to be added to the hypergraph. For each label y ∈ Y, we create a label hyperedge containing all the vertices inV with label y. In other words, a new hyperedge e y =l −1 (y) is added to the original hypergraph, which is illustrated in Figure 2 (a) as e y1 and e y2 . The weights of all label hyperedges are set to a pre-defined value w l , i.e. w(e y1 ) = w(e y2 ) = ... = w l .
In each step one class is selected (e.g. the chosen class is y = y 1 in Figure 2 ). Then we define the class modified Laplacian
w(ey)
. . .
 
where α is a parameter and B has only one non-zero entry w(e y ) in the bottomright half diagonal corresponding to the position of e + y . A larger α would have a bigger influence on guiding the direction of the hyperedge partition around e + y , while a smaller α would let the partition follow the intrinsic principle direction ofĜ. Note that for each class y ∈ Y the matrix L y has to be recomputed. We denote the left eigenvector of L y by f y .
With the commonly-used symmetric Laplacian, the eigenvector associated with the second smallest eigenvalue, namely the Fiedler vector, is often taken to partition the graph. For L y with arbitrary α > 0, we show that the eigenvector of L y with the smallest real eigenvalue has the following property. . This score is repeatedly computed for each class y ∈ Y for v, and finally v is assigned to the class with the highest score. We could analogically justify the usage of f 0 y as in the argument in the end of Section 3. The only difference is that all the vertices labeled with y should be assigned to the same side of the min-cut. This can be modeled as a soft constraint with the term αB in (9).
The algorithm and complexity
Summing up all the procedures above, we obtain the complete HE expansion algorithm for HSSL. Only two parameters are required for the algorithm: the weight for label hyperedges w l and the parameter α. Empirically it is a good choice to set w l to the largest weight of all hyperedges. Compute the matrix Ly = L − αB (see (9)) 6:
Compute the left eigenvector f 0 y of Ly corresponding to the smallest real eigenvalue 7:
Fill in the y's column of S with the f 0 y (e − ) part, i.e., the first half of f 0 y 8: end for 9: for all v ∈ V \V do 10: Let l(v) = arg max y∈Y e∋v,e∈Eex S (e, y) 11: end for 12: return l = l ∪l
The HSSL-HE algorithm involves the computation of the eigenvector of a matrix of size 2N × 2N (N = |E| + |Y|), and this procedure has to be repeated |Y| times. It is known that each eigenvalue problem can be solved in time O(nN 2 ) by power iteration methods like Lanczos algorithm, where n is the number of iterations. The lower bound in Theorem 2 can be used as a good initial guess of the eigenvalue. If the connectivity between hyperedges is sparse, we can further reduce the time of computing eigenvector to O(nN ) and the total time complexity would be O(nN |Y|). Generally, HSSL-HE would have better scalability when the number of instances (vertices) is very large and the number of co-occurrence relations (hyperedges) is relatively small. Such scenarios can be found in many real applications like categorical data and census data. On the other hand, the spectral methods that operate on the induced graphs, e.g. star expansion and NHC, need O(n|E ′ |) time where |E ′ | is the number of edges created in the induced graph.
Experimental Results
In this section, we present results on two tasks. First, we test the proposed semi-supervised algorithm on datasets from different domains and compare the performances with the state-of-the-art methods. Second, we present the result of the HE expansion embedding.
Experiment settings
All the classification tasks are conducted in a transductive manner: we first create a hypergraph from raw data. Then the hypergraph and some (small amount of) vertex labels are taken as inputs and the algorithm predicts the labels of the unlabeled vertices. When evaluating the algorithms in repeated runs, the labeled vertices are randomly chosen from the vertex set such that every class has at least one labeled vertex, but the same set of labeled vertices is applied to all tested algorithms in each run. For evaluation we mainly use the macro-averaged F-score.
Algorithms for comparison: since our proposed algorithm belongs to the family that only uses relational information, we choose four state-of-theart relational-only approaches and one feature-based approach (AnchorGraph) for comparison 1 : (1) the hMETIS toolkit [6] is a commonly used tool for hypergraph partitioning, which optimizes the R HE objective with a heuristic algorithm. Although hMETIS is mainly designed for VLSI applications, reports show that this toolkit can be applied to general classification/clustering problems [21] . We use the "pre-assignment of vertices" input file with hMETIS to assign the known labels in the semi-supervised task.
(2) the normalized hypergraph cut (NHC) algorithm by Zhou et al. [5] first transforms the hypergraph into an induced graph whose edge weights are normalized by the hyperedge sizes. Then NHC adopts the normalized Laplacian L N HC to the semi-supervised setting. The NHC algorithm is the most representative approach among those based on vertex expansions.
(3) the rendezvous algorithm (Rend.) [22] is a semi-supervised learning approach based on a random walk on a graph. The algorithm first constructs a directed graph from the k-nearest neighbors in which all the labeled vertices have only incoming edges and thus act as absorbing states of the random walk. Then the algorithm simulates a set of particles that start a random walk from each unlabeled vertex and stop at some labeled vertices. Intuitively, a particle from an unlabeled vertex will stop at a labeled vertex of its true label with higher probability. The algorithm determines the labels based on the outcome of the random walk. We use the distances in the induced graph (the same as NHC) to construct the directed k-NN graph. We also apply a Gaussian kernel function to the distances as instructed by the author.
(4) the semi-supervised kernel k-means (SSKKmeans) [23] is an extension of the kernel k-means method where the kernel function is a linear combination of the graph kernel and the label-induced modifier. The label-induced component includes both same-class rewards and different-classes penalties. Again we use the induced graph from the hypergraph (the same as NHC) to compute the graph kernel.
(5) the AnchorGraph algorithm [24] focuses on the scalability of semi-supervised learning. Instead of constructing a k-NN graph from the original data, AnchorGraph chooses a small set of anchors which connect to the s-nearest neighbors in the original data, and represents each data point with a linear combination of the anchors. The semi-supervised algorithm is faster because the values to learn are only the weights of the anchors rather than the labels of the original data.
In the experiments, we use 13 relational-only datasets from three different domains to evaluate the above algorithms. The AmazonBook co-purchase dataset contains the books in Amazon.com and the list of books that are co-purchased [25] . We take three subsets of book products to construct the hypergraphs, where a vertex represents a book, and a hyperedge represents a co-purchase list of books. The label of each vertex is simply the category of the corresponding book. The parameter α for algorithm 1 is set to 1 for AmazonBook. We also construct cocitation hypergraphs from the commonly-used Cora, citeseer, and WebKB data. For Cora and citeseer, a vertex represents a paper, and a hyperedge contains all the papers that cite the same paper. For WebKB data (cornell and texas), besides the link information, word-based content information is also available. So we create some additional hyperedges that include all the papers or webpages that contain the same word. In order to show how the link information could help in classification, the hypergraphs using only contents (denoted by C) and contents plus links (denoted by CL) are respectively constructed for each WebKB dataset. The parameter α is set to 50 for co-citation datasets. In the last domain, categorical dataset, every instance has a set of nominal attributes which could take values from a finite set. We use 4 labeled categorical datasets zoo, letter, 20newsgroups, and covertype from the UCI repository. For each dataset, a hypergraph is constructed by taking instances as vertices and creating a hyperedge for each value of the attributes. Then every hyperedge contains the instances that share the same attribute value. We discretize those attributes whose value is an integer with a range larger than 10 into 10 sections of the same size. Some tested algorithms (SSKKmeans, NHC, and Rendezvous) do not scale well on letter, 20newsgroups, and covertype, so only a subset is tested for each of them. We set α = 1 for 20newsgroups and α = 100 for other categorical datasets. Weighting the hyperedges usually depends on the domain knowledge. For simplicity, we assign the same weights to all hyperedges in the experiments. Table 1 . The averaged macro F-scores (and the standard deviation in the parentheses) on 13 datasets. The algorithms are tested on AmazonBook (AB ) and covertype with 10 runs, co-citation data with 50 runs, other categorical data with 100 runs. Some information about the dataset is shown below the dataset name (#labeled vertices / #all vertices / #classes). The bold number indicates a algorithm that performs significantly better than others (p-value < 0.05 in paired t-test). The Rendezvous algorithm cannot return a result in a reasonable time period for AmazonBook, Cora and citeseer.
Main results
As shown in Table 1 , HE performs significantly better than other methods in most cases. For some datasets, hMETIS does not work very well, partially because it is mainly designed for VLSI applications, but not general classification tasks. For cornell and texas, we can observe an improvement from C to CL with the HE algorithm, which confirms that the link information does help in classifying webpages. This improvement, however, does not exist with other algorithms. Nevertheless, the algorithms directly designed for hypergraphs (hMETIS, NHC and HE) generally perform significantly better than those based on graphs (SSKKmeans) or feature vectors (AnchorGraph). It suggests that hypergraph approaches would be better choices when the data is naturally organized as co-occurrence relations. For letterAE, the AnchorGraph actually works best, mainly because the original attributes of letterAE are all integer values (such as the mean of x-position of the pixels) rather than nominal variables. When the data naturally follows some pattern in a continuous metric space, methods like AnchorGraph could be better for capturing the underlying regularity. The running time of different algorithms is tested with subsets of covertype whose vertex set sizes range from 583 to 27056. These subsets are randomly extracted from the original data. Figure 3 shows the measured times in log scale. We have shown that the complexity of the HE algorithm mainly depends on the size of hyperedge set rather than the vertex set. Generally, the HE algorithm always stays in the same running time level regardless of the vertex set size, because the number of hyperedges in each subset does not change too much (from 122 to 143). Therefore the HE algorithm can be orders of magnitude faster than the approaches based on the induced graph when the number of hyperedges is smaller than the number of vertices. By increasing the parameter α, we can observe that HE runs faster due to the higher convergence rate of the eigenvector computation. In practice, the choice of α also depends on the classification performance, but the running time would not change by more than an order of magnitude when tuning α. The running times of hMETIS and AnchorGraph approximately grow linearly with respect to the number of vertices, while for NHC, SSKKmeans and Rendezvous the running time grows quadratically. We use both HE embedding and NHC embedding to project the vertices (animals) of zoo into a low dimensional space. The results are shown in Figure  4 . It can be seen that the HE embedding generates a different picture compared to the NHC embedding. In general the HE embedding shows a clearer separation between different classes in the 2-dimensional space, but for some instances (e.g. seasnake and platypus) both embeddings fail to give them a clear affiliation, mainly due to their special attributes.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper we propose a new formulation called hyperedge expansion and new algorithms for the semi-supervised learning and embedding tasks of hypergraph. Compared to the existing methods, the learning results with the hyperedge expansion is less sensitive to the hyperedges sizes when the data is organized with co-occurrence relations.
Our preliminary work has shown that the hyperedge expansion would be generally better than the vertex expansions when the average Jaccard coefficient between the hyperedges is high. Thus it is interesting to theoretically further investigate the applicable scopes of vertex expansions and hyperedge expansion. Moreover, we are interested in applying the hyperedge expansion technique to a broader range of real problems such as social networks and biological networks.
